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The purpose of the Circular Collective  is to keep you updated with the latest  intellectual

frameworks, knowledge, evidence and experience base to underpin a shift from a linear,

extractive economy to a circular, regenerative and restorative economy. Whether you are a

startup looking for funding opportunities or a student who wishes to understand the topic of

Circular Economy in detail, this curated newsletter shall enable you to keep up to date with the

latest opportunities. Happy Reading!

Headlines from October 2021

EIT Climate-KIC launches new series of circular economy courses

India-Sweden cooperation will help achieve fossil fuel free economy goal

India, Denmark agree to strengthen ‘green strategic partnership’

7 surprising facts to know about the circular economy for COP26

British designers turn household food waste into stunning carbon water filters.
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Ten Academic Journals on the Circular

Economy you can't miss!

From 2016 to 2019, 1901 records were published concerning aspects related to the circular

economy. If you are a Masters student or a Doctoral Student or someone interested in

academic articles concerning Circular Economy then the list of journals should be on your

reading list.

Read more
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Five Cities leading their way in Circular

Economy - Oceania

Several interventions to increase urban

resource efficiency and adopt circular

economic approaches are being promoted

by the governments of Oceanic cities, with

the intention of creating economic and

social opportunities whilst reducing adverse

environmental impacts. Such a major

economic transition requires a coordinated

and integrated approach.

Ten academic articles for a developing

economy on the Circular Economy

you can't miss!

A circular economy is an economic system

based on regenerating natural resources

and systems and eliminating waste and

pollution. Where and how can we start

especially from a Developing Economy

perspective? We have curated a list of

academic articles that will help you dive into

this regenerative process.

7 ways to make your lives more

circular

Since the last decade, the term ‘Circular

Economy’ has gained momentum, not just

among academia or researchers, but also

amongst top business brands. It is believed

10 ways how Universities can lead the

way towards Circular Economy

Universities are increasingly re-thinking their role

in the twenty-first century and looking to be both

more responsive to societal needs and to become

agents of change towards solving global
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that the recirculation of materials can aid

reduce the resource footprint, and thus the

cumulative global carbon emissions1.

Unlike, the usual pro-environment ideals,

circular practices – if incorporated

strategically – have the potential to

monetary benefits.

challenges. Universities drive technological and

societal progress through research, discovery and

knowledge creation.A few features make

universities stand out from other institutions: they

are small enough to keep it all under control while

allowing for a relatively quick change; they have

interlinked infrastructure with a stable number of

residents; they have effective communication

channels; they boast the possibility to set internal

rules to be followed by everyone, and they have a

strong intellectual climate. Hence making them a

perfect testbed when it comes to walking the talk

concerning Circular Economy.

Episode 42: Globechain

Today we talk about

GlobeChain. They are a circular

economy focussed online

marketplace, to be specific,

their start-up is based on the

premise that one person’s

poison is another person’s

meat. Their marketplace finds

takers for unwanted items that

would otherwise go to landfill.

The company helps big

businesses to improve their

green credentials and reduce

their waste, giving unwanted

Episode 43: Urban Mining

Company

Texas based- Urban Mining

Company was founded in

2014 with the goal to

transform the world’s supply

of Neo magnets by

developing the fastest, most

practical, and cost-

competitive path to

manufacturing using

alternative resources that are

not dependent on China and

less costly on the

environment. Tune into the

episode to know more about

Want to contribute to the Circular Collective India?

Write to us at info@thecircularcollective.com

Podcast Series

Weekly Gupshup Roundup

Last Podcast Episodes

We are really excited to bring to you weekly episodes we call Gupshup! It's just 10 minutes and

would definitely give you a boost of energy to keep you motivated to become more Circular!
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items to cash-strapped

charities and small businesses.

Urban Mining Company's

circular business model and

understand how they are

addressing this monopoly

problem.

Episode 44: Vivenge

PVC flex banners are harming

the planet! It is said that PVC

contaminates humans and

the environment throughout

its lifecycle: during its

production, use, and disposal

& most of us are ignorant of

this information.As per The

Times of India, 90 % of all

advertising in India in 2017

was done on PVC. On an

average, around 18 tonnes of

PVC flex is consumed per

month. Listen to the episode

to understand how Vivenge is

implementing circular

business models.

Episode 45: Throwback

Tuesday

Food is one of the basic

necessities and with an

exponentially growing

population, having a plan for

sustainable food systems

circular solutions for tackling

food wastes become all the

more important. Therefore

instead of speaking on a new

topic today, we have made a

compilation of previous

Gupshup episodes around

where we have discussed at

length, important innovations

& solutions that tackle food

waste.

CE tool of the Month

An Innovative Visualization Tool to Boost and

Monitor Circular Economy: An Overview of Its

Applications at Different Industrial Sectors

ViVACE® tool (Visualization of Value to Assess
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Circular Economy)

This tool allows you to quantify the flows of resources in different business scenarios, making

it immediately apparent new opportunities and/or unexplored and providing data for the KPI

calculation of sustainability (environmental, economic, social). 

The V iVACE instrument has three main innovative features:

1. ability to quantify circular economy products, processes and initiatives ;

2. adaptability to different industrial sectors ;

3. intuitive and realistic representation of the business context.

Explore further!

Job Opportunities in CE

Ellen MacArthur Foundation: Various Positions

RTI International India: Call for Experts - USAID South Asia Regional Energy

Partnership (SAREP)

Intellecap - Senior Associate - Circular Apparel Innovation Factory

Lecturer in Circular Innovations and Sustainability: Erasmus University

Netherlands

Analysis and optimization of the environmental impact of electro-medical

devices in the dental field with a view to a circular economy

What is important to you?
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